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In keeping with its mission – to reduce the number of uninsured vehicles on Oklahoma roadways – the UVED Program is always seeking increased efficiency and compliance.

Year Three Pivot to New Vendor, Rekor Recognition Systems

- American company using all American technology
- Replaced under-performing camera systems and software
- Deployed new optical sensor systems with improved detection accuracy
- Increased number of fixed systems by 213%, from 16 to 50
- Significantly improved coverage by identifying and installing at key transit points

Deployment of Rekor’s AutoNotice, Full Service Case Management

- Automates notice issuance, payment processing, and adjudication referral
- Provides advanced intelligence from back-end data
- Enhanceable without expensive hardware replacements
Oklahoma UVED Program

How does the Program work?

- **Insurance Lapse**
  Citizen-owner of a personally-registered vehicle (bearing Oklahoma plates) fails to acquire or maintain compulsory liability coverage.

- **Hotlist Update**
  Daily automated cross-referencing between Oklahoma Tax Commission (registration) and Oklahoma Insurance Department (coverage) data identifies vehicle as uninsured, placing it on the “hotlist.”

- **Roadway Detection**
  Vehicle is operated in view of UVED’s optical sensors, plate is identified as uninsured via comparison to hotlist, and vehicle is photo-captured.

- **Notice Issuance**
  Evidence is reviewed by DAC investigator, then forwarded to prosecutor; if approved for diversion offer, Notice sent by US Mail.

- **Enrollment Process**
  Citizens accept offer of diversion (acquire verifiable insurance, sign agreement, pay fee) or dispute Notice by mail, phone, or online.

- **Insurance Compliance**
  State systems indicate appropriate coverage, and citizen avoids criminal prosecution.
Citizen-enrollees agree to maintain coverage for two-year term of diversion

UVED Program accepts coverage from any Oklahoma-licensed carrier

UVED also ensures proper reporting to the Oklahoma Insurance Department, avoiding future instances

No criminal charges are filed while citizen-enrollee remains in compliance

If charges become necessary, prosecution occurs locally, in the District where vehicle owner resides
Success to date

2.9M
Total vehicles identified

141,000
Vehicle owners notified

38,000+
Citizens enrolled